In this work we present an analysis of aerosol microphysical properties during a mineral dust event taking advantage of the combination of different state-of-the-art retrieval techniques applied to active and passive remote sensing measurements and the evalution of some of those techniques using independent data acquired from in-situ aircraft measurements. Data were collected in a field campaign performed during a mineral dust outbreak at the Granada, Spain experimental site (37.16º N, 3. 
Introduction
Mineral dust is estimated to be the most abundant aerosol type in the atmosphere 1 (~half of the total global aerosol burden) (e.g. Textor This component is referred to as the "S" polarization. The other component is directed to a 191 detector with no filter so it measures the total backscattered light. In order to get the 192 backscattered light that is polarized in the same plane as the incident light, the parallel "P" 193 polarization, the signal from the "S" polarization detector is subtracted from the total 194 backscattering detector. 195
The size derivation is well calibrated, using reference particles of polystyrene latex 196 spheres (PSL) and glass beads (crown glass and boric acid) of monodispersed size and 197 known refractive index at the wavelength of the CAS-POL. The total backscatter signals 198 are also related to particle size with the same reference particles. 199
For the depolarization data, there are currently no reference particles that produce a 200 known intensity of polarized scattered light. Hence, the "S" and derived "P" signals are 201 presently used only qualitatively and the depolarization ratio, defined as the quotient "S" to 202 "P", cannot be quantitatively compared with the same ratio derived from the lidar 203 measurements. The procedure for setting the gains of the "S" and "P" detectors is explained 204 in greater detail in appendix A. As will be amplified in the following sections, the CAS-205 POL depolarization ratios will be compared with those from the lidar vertical profiles in a 206 qualitative way to evaluate the performance and potential of the in-situ depolarization 207 measurements with the CAS-POL, not absolute values are evaluated. 208
The measurement uncertainties are associated with the accuracy of determining the 209 sample volume and the derivation of the EOD. The estimated uncertainty in the sample 210 volume is ±20% and the sizing uncertainty ranges from 20-50% depending on the variation 211 in the refractive index and the asphericity of the particles. The degree of asphericity and the 212 orientation of the particle in the beam leads to variations of the depolarization ratio of 20-213 100%, depending on the aspect ratio of the dust (see Appendix A and Figure 9 for more 214 detail). 215
The errors in the sample volume and size are propagated using the root sum squared 216 (RSS) approach to estimate the uncertainty in the derived bulk parameters of number and 217 volume concentrations and the median volume diameter. These estimated uncertainties are 218 ±20%, ±90% and ±50%, respectively. A detailed description of the CAS-POL and 219 associated uncertainties is given in Appendix A 220
The other instrument on the aircraft that measured aerosol size distributions was the 221 
LIRIC code 229
The LIRIC algorithm is applied to lidar and sun-photometer data to retrieve aerosol 230 particle microphysical properties profiles during daytime (Chaikovsky et al., 2008 (Chaikovsky et al., , 2012 it can be estimated for our case. The uncertainty in the retrieved volume concentration is 250 related to the size distribution that is retrieved from AERONET. As discussed above, this 251 uncertainty can range from 10-35% if the particle radii are less than 7 µm but can be as 252 much as 100% if there is significant volume in particles larger than this (Dubovik et al., 253 2000). As will be illustrated below, measurements of the volume size distribution with the 254 CAS-POL show that there are particles larger than 7 µm radius and in the dust layer they 255 can be larger than 30 µm. Hence, a reasonable estimate of the retrieved volume uncertainty 256 in our case is approximately 50%, less than the 90% uncertainty estimated for the volume 257 measured by the CAS-POL (Appendix A). 1064 nm and the δ P λ at 532 nm. This 3β+2α+1 data set was inverted to retrieve the aerosol 261 particle microphysical properties using the regularization approach, described in detail by 262
To account for mineral dust particles non-sphericity the model of randomly oriented 264 spheroids was used, as described in Veselovskii et al., (2010) . Following this approach, the 265 minimum and maximum particle size are determined during the retrieval. A large number 266 of inversion windows are tested by using the look up tables introduced in Veselovskii et el. 267 concentration profiles retrieved by LIRIC by some fraction that depends on the amount of 503 particle volume in sizes larger than 15 µm (in radius) not considered in AERONET. 504
However, this underestimation does not completely explain the observed differences. The 505 intrinsic differences between both techniques and the differences in sampling can also lead 506 to discrepancies between the profiles. This comparison analysis raises the question as to 507 which technique is providing the more accurate value. Both techniques rely on assumptions 508 that could potentially bias the results. In the discussion of the CAS-POL uncertainties in 509 Some discrepancies are still observed in the lower layer of the profiles and in the region 547 around 4.75 km, but to explain them it is worthy to consider that the CAS-POL is 548 measuring instantaneous values whereas the lidar data correspond to 30-min averaged 549 profiles. Taking into account the large variability observed at these regions throughout the 550 morning in Figure 3 and the depolarization uncertainties for both datasets, differences are 551 within the expected values. According to these results, calibrated profiles provided by the 552 CAS-POL using laboratory measurements will provide very valuable information on the 553 aerosol vertical structure regarding depolarization. Depolarization information retrieved 554 from aircraft measurements is currently very limited and the use of the CAS-POL offers 555 promising results at this respect in the near future. 556
Summary

557
An exhaustive measurement campaign was performed June 27, 2011 at Granada 558 station during a Saharan dust outbreak. One of the main goals of the campaign was to 559 analyse the evolution of mineral dust microphysical properties by using the synergy of 560 different techniques. The campaign was coordinated with an aircraft research flight to be 561 able to perform some comparisons based on completely independent datasets. 562
The different methods used for the retrieval of the microphysical properties were 563 LIRIC and the regularization method, to retrieve vertical profiles with lidar data during 564 both day and nighttime, and the AERONET code and the LE technique, to retrieve column-565 integrated properties from sun-and star-photometry. To our knowledge this is the first time 566 that these techniques are processed and compared together to retrieve continuous 567 microphysical properties for day and night during a mineral dust event. 568
Results indicated that the night-to-day evolution of the aerosol optical depth at 500 569 nm and the Ångström exponent retrieved using star and sun-photometer data followed a 570 smooth behaviour explained by the natural variability of the aerosol particle population. 571
The aerosol optical depth at 500 nm ranged between 0.27 and 0.37 during the analysis 572 period, while the Ångström exponent varied from 0.80 at night-time to 0.4 during the 573 daytime. Column-integrated microphysical properties retrieved with the operational 574 AERONET and Linear Estimation codes were in good agreement. Moreover, the Linear 575
Estimation allowed the retrieval of the dust microphysical properties during night-time 576 using the star-photometer data, which was not possible with the AERONET code. A 577 smooth temporal-evolution was observed, with effective radius ranging between 0.3 and 0.5 578 μm. The derived Ångström exponent and effective radius suggest a predominance of coarse 579 particles but with some contribution by the fine mode particles. The fine contribution was 580 quite significant during some periods, especially during the night period between 00:00 and 581 01:00 UTC. For this period, lidar measurements were performed and combined vertical and 582 column-integrated information revealed that most of the aerosol fine load was located 583 below 2 km a.s.l., not affecting the mineral dust layer. 584
In the vertical coordinate, two aerosol layers were observed during both day and 585 night: a lower layer corresponding to a mixture of anthropogenic aerosol with mineral dust 586 and a higher layer corresponding to pure mineral dust. As expected in presence of mineral 587 dust, the LIRIC analysis during daytime indicated a clear predominance of the coarse 588 spheroid mode, with average volume concentrations around 30 µm advances in techniques to retrieve microphysical properties from star photometry will allow 619 the use of LIRIC during night-. Improvements in the application of the Linear Estimation 620 method also could be addressed in this way. Such approaches are essential both to study thetemporal evolution of aerosol microphysical profiles and also to define strategies for 622 evaluating satellite products. 623
In the last part of the study, profiles The first-ever published dataset of depolarization data retrieve with the CAS-POL 635 instrument on board a research aircraft was also presented in this study and qualitatively 636 compared with the lidar retrieved depolarization profiles. The two separate techniques 637
showed roughly comparable results with respect to the depolarization ratios in the dust 638 layer compared to the layers below and above. 639
Conclusions and future outlook 640
The synergy of instruments and different remote-sensing techniques presented in this 641 study reveals the current existing potential to obtain a complete characterization of the 642 aerosol properties using a combination of different measurements obtaining promising 643 results. However, the comparison between the different ground-based remote sensing 644 techniques and with independent aircraft in-situ data also points out to the limitations of the 645 different approaches used here and the need for reducing the uncertainty of the measured 646 and retrieved aerosol properties in order to obtain more reliable and accurate aerosol 647
properties databases. Future efforts should aim in this direction and validation campaigns 648 and studies using independent datasets are crucial to achieve this goal. equivalent optical diameter (EOD) of each particle in the nominal size range from 0.6 to 50 658 µm is derived from the peak intensity of the collected forward scattered light using Mie 659 theory (Mie, 1908) and an assumption of particle sphericity at a known refractive index. 660
The terminology, EOD, is used here to underscore that ambient aerosol particles are only 661 spherical if they are liquid or have a liquid coating and the refractive index can vary over a 662 wide range. Hence, the EOD refers to the size of a spherical particle with known refractive 663 index that would have scattered the equivalent intensity of light. 664
The three signals, forward scattering (FS), backward scattering (BS) and polarized 665 (POL) provide three pieces of information that, from a relative perspective, can 666 differentiate regions of air masses that have different particle characteristics. For the current 667 study, FS is used to derive the EOD, and BS and POL are used to calculate the average 668 depolarization ratios defined in the main body of the manuscript. The interaction of the 669 linearly polarized laser radiation with a particle leads to scattered light with some of the 670 polarization in the same plane as the incident light and some fraction at a perpendicular 671 plane (Nicolet et al., 2007 (Nicolet et al., , 2010 (Nicolet et al., , 2012 Schnaiter et al., 2012; Baumgardner et al., 2014) . In 672 laboratory studies, Glen and Brooks (2013) showed that the relationships between the FS, 673
BS and POL signals were related to the type of dust, i.e. hematite, quartz and zeolite could 674 be clearly differentiated by comparing the three signals. In the analysis of CAS-POL 675 measurements in the current study, we will only report the depolarization ratio (defined 676 below). 677
The measurement uncertainties are associated with the accuracy of determining the 678 sample volume, the derivation of the EOD and the depolarization ratio. The estimated 679 uncertainty in the sample volume is ±20% primarily due to the optical technique used to 680 scattering cross section. The scattering intensity is directly proportional to the particle 687 optical cross section; hence, when we measure scattering of this magnitude with the 688 instrument, we do not know if the particle was a water droplet with 1.25, 2.0 or 2.5 µm 689 EOD, a salt particle (NaCl) with a 1.75 or 2.5 µm EOD or a sulfate particle (refractive 690 index of 1.44) with an EOD of 2.5 µm. The average uncertainty due to deriving an EOD of 691 unknown refractive index was estimated by analyzing the variation in size when assuming a 692 particle had a refractive index of 1.48 then finding what particle size would have the same 693 scattering cross section if it actually had a different refractive index. The calculation was 694 carried out over a range of refractive indices from 1.33 (water) to 1.60 (some types of 695 organics). Figure 8b presents the results of this evaluation where the ordinate is the average 696 derived value for the given size at a refractive index of 1.48 and the vertical bars are one 697 standard deviation around the mean. The red lines are the one-to-one (solid) and ±20% 698 (dotted) around the one to one. From this figure we see that the uncertainty falls within 699 ±20% of the assumed values except for the EOD between 2 and 4 µm. Hence, the 700 uncertainty due to the refractive index variations is on average ±20%. 701
The uncertainties that are related to the asphericity of a particle are more difficult to 702 estimate since they are dependent on the complexity of the morphology, the degree of 703 asphericity and the orientation of the particle when it passes through the beam. Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), the predecessor to the CAS, could undersize ice 707 crystals as much as 50%. Single particle light scattering probes like the FSSP and CAS 708 measure the optical size of a particle. Converting this size to a physical volume requires an 709 assumption of the shape, refractive index and density of the particle. Given the complexity 710 of the morphology of dust, it is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate the relationship 711 between light scattering and particle morphology in order to assess the uncertainty in sizing 712 related to the properties of dust. Based on the simple analysis conducted by Borrmann et al. 713
(2000), we use ±50% as a conservative estimate for the uncertainty in sizing due to shape. 714
The errors in the sample volume and size are propagated using the root sum squared 715 (RSS) approach to estimate the uncertainty in the derived bulk parameters of number and 716 volume concentrations and the median volume diameter. These estimated uncertainties are 717 ±20%, ±90% and ±50%, respectively. 718
The change in polarization caused by a particle is also dependent on aspect ratio and 
